
  

  

 

 Piglet comfort cover 
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Piglet comfort cover corner double Piglet comfort cover transparant 

Option: Hole for lamp 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most important features: 
- Wall- or corner model available 
- Corner model available in single or double 
- Available in practically all dimensions 
- Made of transparant plastic with stainless steel frame or HDPE black plastic 
- Hinges/brackets included 
- Hole for lamp Ø 230 with cover is optional 
- Easy to mount 
- Wall model is removable 
- Designed for long life 

 

The Verba Comfort piglet cover is the best way to improve a double climate in your farrowing department. With the Verba Comfort 
piglet cover you can create a warm accommodation for your newborn piglets while keeping the room at the right temperature for 
the sow. Verba Comfort piglet covers are available in different designs and in any size. The Comfort piglet cover can be made of 
transparant plastic or HDPE plastic. It can be installed free-hanging above the heating panel or over the partitioning wall between 
two pens. The pig cover can also be used in the corner and along the lengthwise setup. The Verba piglet cover is also available with 
an optional 230 mm slot for the heating lamp. Guarantee: 1 Year on construction- and material faults. 

 

Options: Hole for lamp Ø 230mm and cover, extra set of brackets, stainless steel lifting ring  

          
 A B C D ARTICLE  

Piglet comfort cover corner double 965 500 1000 80-500 B-1000  

Piglet comfort cover corner single 480 500 1000 80-500 B-1001  

Piglet comfort cover corner double 1050 500 750 80-500 B-1003  

Piglet comfort cover corner single 500 500 900 80-500 B-1004  

Piglet comfort cover corner double 1400 400 750 80-500 B-1005  

Piglet comfort cover corner double 900 370 500 80-500 B-5000  

Piglet comfort cover corner double 1400 370 750 80-500 B-5001  

Piglet comfort cover corner single 450 370 500 80-500 B-5010  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1200 300 100 - B-1230  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1200 400 100 - B-1240  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1200 500 100 - B-1250  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1500 300 100 - B-1530  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1500 400 100 - B-1540  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 1500 500 100 - B-1550  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 2000 300 100 - B-2030  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 2000 400 100 - B-2040  

Piglet comfort cover transparant 2000 500 100 - B-2050  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


